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ANALYSE À TROIS DIMENSIONS D'UNE FRACTURE A L'AIDE D'UNE
MÉTHODE D'INTÉGRATION À PARTIE RÉDUITE

par

BRIAN W. LEITCH

RÉSUMÉ

Dans cette cummunication, on décrit en détail des analyses elasto-plastiques à
trois dimensions d'un défaut de surface externe à orientation axiale dans un cylindre à paroi
mince à pressurisation interne et on examine la variation des valeurs de l'intégrale J au voisinage
de l'extrémité de la fissure. On introduit une méthode à fonction de peine d'intégration à partie
réduite pour minimiser cette varation de l'intégrale J au voisinage de l'extrémité de la fissure.
A l'aide de la symétrie à trois dimensions, on modélise le huitième segment d'un tube à fissure
de surface externe de forme elliptique, le modèle comportant des éléments isoparamétriques à
2Ü noeuds. On affaisse les éléments de l'extrémité de la fissure pour former un point singulier
de constrainte de 1/r au voisinage de l'avant courbe de la fissure. On soumet le modèle à
méthode des éléments finis à des charges produites par pression interne et axiale. On se sert de
la méthode de l'allongement virtuel des fissures pour déterminer les factuers d'intensité de la
constrainte élastique linéaire à partie des valeurs de l'intégrale J obtenues en divers points au
voisinage de l'avant de la fissure. Malgré les différentes constantes de matière et de l'épaisseur de
paroi plus petite appliqués dans cette analyse, les valeurs de constrainte élastique obtenues sont
très comparables à celles obteneus par d'autres chercheurs. On modélise le comportement sous
constrainte-déformation non linéaires de la matière du tube à l'aide d'une théorie incrémentale
de plasticité. On a observé des variations des valeurs de l'intégrale J au voisinage de l'avant
courbe de la fissure du défaut étudié dans l'analyse à trois dimensions. On n'a pu résoudre
ces variations en omettant les valeurs (obtenues) immédiates de l'intégrale J des éléments de
l'extrémité de la fissure pour les lignes de contour plus éloignées ou bien les éleminer lorsqu'on a
établi la moyenne de toutes les valeurs (obtenues) des lignes. On a constaté une incompatibilité
numérique des éléments finis à 20 noeuds de l'analyse à trois dimensions servant à modéliser
le défaut de surface. On propose une méthode d'intégration à partie réduite utilisant une
combinaison d'éléments d'intégration complète et réduite pour déterminer les valeurs (obtenues)
de l'intégrale J pour des analyses à trois dimensions de fracture. On applique cette technique à
l'analyse d'un défaut de surface semi-circulaire externe faisant saillie dans la moitié de l'épaisseur
de la paroi du tube. On donne des exemples de valeurs de l'intégrale J, avant et après 1' emploi
de la méthode d'intégration à partie réduite, au voisinage de l'avant de la fissure.
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3-D FRACTURE ANALYSIS USING A PARTIAL-REDUCED INTEGRATION
SCHEME

by

BRIAN W. LEITCH

ABSTRACT

This paper presents details of 3-D elastic-plastic analyses of axially orien-
tated external surface flaw in an internally pressurized thin-walled cylinder and discusses
the variation of the J-integral values around the crack tip. A partial-reduced-integration-
penalty method is introduced to minimize this variation of the J-integral near the crack
tip. Utilizing 3-D symmetry, an eighth segment of a tube containing an elliptically shaped
external surface flaw is modelled using 20-noded isoparametric elements. The crack-tip
elements are collapsed to form a 1/r stress singularity about the curved crack front.
The finite element model is subjected to internal pressure and axial pressure-generated
loads. The virtual crack extension method is used to determine linear elastic stress inten-
sity factors from the J-integral results at various points around the crack front. Despite
the different material constants and the thinner wall thickness in this analysis, the elas-
tic results compare favourably with those obtained by other researchers. The nonlinear
stress-strain behaviour of the tube material is modelled using an incremental theory of
plasticity. Variations of the J-integral values around the curved crack front of the 3-D flaw
were seen. These variations could not be resolved by neglecting the immediate crack-tip
elements J-integral results in favour of the more remote contour paths or else smoothed
out when all the path results are averaged. Numerical incompatabilities in the 20-noded
3-D finite elements used to model the surface flaw were found. A partial-reduced integra-
tion scheme, using a combination of full and reduced integration elements, is proposed
to determine J- integral results for 3-D fracture analyses. This procedure is applied to
the analysis of an external semicircular surface flaw projecting halfway into the tube
wall thickness. Examples of the J-integral values, before and after the partial-reduced
integration method is employed, are given around the crack front.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Within the context of linear elastic fracture mechanics and matrix methods
of solution, there is a significant number of different methods to determine the stress in-
tensity generated at the crack tip of a three-dimensional (3-D) surface flaw. The various
methods have used (i)specially formulated crack-tip finite elements [1-4], (ii)an alternat-
ing method [5j,(iii)boundary integral equations [6] and (iv)'quarter-point' crack-tip finite
elements (7). The Raju and Newman [3,4] results have generally been accepted as the
standard benchmark linear elastic solutions against which other researchers rank their
results.

Most of the structural materials in use today exhibit a ductile elastic-plastic
response to stresses in excess of the yield stress. To properly assess the influence of cracks
in stressed components, elastic- plastic material behaviour must be incorporated into any
analysis. The majority of the 3-D, numerical elastic-plastic analyses have been performed
on experimental test specimen geometries such as (i) single-edged notched bend specimen
[8 ,(ii)double-edged notched tension specimen |9],(iii) center-cracked plate [10] and (iv)
side-grooved compact tension specimen [11]. More analyses are now being published
related to specific structural geometries(generally cylindrical), which are not so easily
tested experimentally, such as, (i) shells (12) and (ii) pressures vessels |13,14j. In this
paper, the specific geometry of a thin-walled, internally pressurized tube containing an
elliptically shaped external surface flaw is considered, using linear elastic and then elastic-
plastic material properties.

In the linear and non-linear material regimes, the J-integral (Rice [15]), has
been used extensively. In the linear elastic region, where the stresses at the crack tip
vary as a function of the radius , r , from the crack tip, the J-integral is identical to the
energy release rate, G , and, therefore, has a clear physical meaning. For an inelastic
material where the stresses vary as ] / r [15,16], the J-integral, because of irreversible
plastic work, now has the more restricted meaning of a 'severity1 indicator of the crack-
tip HRR(llutchinson,Rice,Rosengren) stress field [18j. Numerically, the linear elastic
singularity, \jy/r , is embedded i.i 'quarter-point' triangular finite elements [19]. The
\jr singularity is simulated using collapsed, 'quarter-point1 quadrilateral elements [20].
The multiple, independent degrees of freedom at the collapsed edge of the \jr element
displace as the load is increased and simulate the blunting of the crack tip just prior
to propagation. This is an important stage of crack growth when the plastic strains,
immediately ahead of the crack tip, cause microcracks and voids to appear, thus assisting
the crack to move forward. As this stress state is of most interest, it is necessary to
incorporate this geometric aspect into the finite element idealization.
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2 _FINUE_ELEME_NT_MOD.EL

The component under investigation is an internally pressurized thin walled
tube containing a single external surface flaw. The surface flaw is orientated in a radial-
axial plane of the tube (see Figure 1). The tube has an outside diameter of 111.8 mm,
an inside diameter of 103.4 mm and a length of 6.0 m.

Applying symmetry to the cylindrical geometry, an eighth segment of the
tube is modelled. While realizing that this models a flawed tube containing two diamet-
rically opposed flaws,it has been shown that, for 2-D plane strain analyses [21], this 90°
configuration results in a 4% error compared with the 180° model.

A three-dimensional finite element model of a 90° segment of a tube contain-
ing an external surface flaw was assembled using 20-noded brick elements. 'I he surface
flaw was modelled as semicircular in cross-section, penetrating halfway into the tube wall
thickness from the external surface. The hexagonal elements immediately adjacent to the
crack front were collapsed to form 20-noded tetrahedrons. The mid-side nodes on the
sides radiating from the collapsed edge were then moved to the 'quarter- point' position.
As indicated in [20], these collapsed crack-tip elements now have an elastic-perfectly-
plastic response, i.e., a 1/r singularity. Crack-tip element sizes were limited to 4% of
the depth of penetration. The 3-D mesh arrangement of the crack-tip region is shown
in Figure 2. In the crack plane, the flaw was divided into 5 equal slices (Figure 2(a)),
each slice containing 4 collapsed elements clustered around the crack-tip, normal to the
crack plane. The mesh density, normal to the crack plane (Figure 2(b)), was qualified
in a previous 2-D study [22]. The remainder of the 90° model was completed using 15-
and 20-noded elements. A total of 160 elements were used in the finished model and,
after application of the symmetry boundary conditions, approximately 3000 degrees of
freedom remained.

The calculations are carried out assuming that the tube is stressed by an
internal pressure of 10 MPa that generates a hoop stress of 130 MPa. The corresponding
axial loads, produced by the internal pressure acting on the closed end of the tube, were
also applied to the cross section of the model. The J-integral was extracted from 11 posi-
tions around the crack front by the virtual crack extension technique, originally developed
in (23; and reformulated on a continuum mechanics basis in [24]. These positions are the
vertices of the crack-tip elements and the mid-side nodes. Seven coplanar J-integral con-
tour paths were chosen normal to the crack plane at each output position. The co-planar
contour paths were confined to the three successive rings of elements encompassing the
crack front.

Before beginning the elastic-plastic fracture analysis, it is necessary to
benchmark the elastic response of this finite element model against the results of other
investigators.
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3 LINEAR ELAS.TJC.ANA LYSIS

Comparative results for linear elastic stress intensity factor, K , were ob-
tained from Kaju and Newman, for cylindrical vessels [4] and flat plates [3],respectively.

For internally pressurized cylindrical vessels containing surfaces flaws,

where
aH ~ hoop stress;
Q — elliptical shape function = | ( for a semicircle );
CJj = influence co-efficient dependent on the ratios of a/c, a/t, t/r, cf>; and

'̂r'</> - : tube and crack dimensions(see Figure 1 for nomenclature).

For flat plates, containing part-through flaws and subjected to tensile stresses,

(2)
V V£

where
IT — applied lensile stress, and
F •-- flat plate influence co-efficient.
The stress intensity factors were converted to J-integral values using

where
K - linear elastic stress intensity factor,
E •- Young's Modulus, and
v — I'oisson's ratio

The cylindrical influence coefficients given in [4j are for the range 0.1 <
ijr < 0.25. The t/r ratio of the tube being considered here has a t/r = 0.08. A modified
cylindrical expression was devised, that used in the main calculation of the stress intensity
factcr the influence co-efficients for a t /r — 0.1 but the physical dimensions of a tube
having a t/r - 0.08 value.

1 he pressure tube is manufactured from a zirconium alloy, viz., zirconium-
2.5(7cwt. Nb. and has a room temperature Young's Modulus of 97 GPa. with a Poisson's
ratio of 0.43. The Haju and Newman results were produced for a material with u — 0.3,
usinj; a nodal force method to determine the stress intensity factor. This method makes
no prior assumptions on the stress state(plane stress or plane strain) around the crack-tip
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and is stated to be independent of Poisson's ratio. Generally, the influence of Poisson's
ratio is assumed to be about 10%. To check this assumption, two linear elastic analyses
were carried out using u = 0.3 and then v = 0.43. The J-integral results,averaged from
the 7 contour paths of each output position, were obtained for an internal pressure of 10
MPa and are shown in Figure 3.

The finite element results show good agreement with the Raju and Newman
calculations and qualify the assumption concerning Poisson's ratio, at least elastically.
After it has been established that the elastic results are acceptable, the elastic-plastic
response of the flawed tube could now be investigated.

4 ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS

The Zr-2.5% wt. Nb alloy is a ductile material, with a room temperature
yield stress of 670 MPa. The stress-strain results of a uniaxial tensile test were directly
entered into the material module of the finite element model. For numerical purposes the
yield stress value quoted above is not the 0.2% offset, but denotes the end of the linear
section of the stress-strain curve.

The J-integral formulation is only compatable with solids characterized by
a nonlinear elastic material response. Also known as the deformation theory of plastic-
ity, nonlinear elastic behaviour is where loading and unloading follow the same stress-
strain curve. Although deformation theory produces reasonably accurate results (when
compared with experimental tensile tests), most structural materials exhibit a path-
dependent stress-strain behaviour that can only be solved by an incremental theory of
plasticity. Fortunately, the incremental theory of plasticity (von Mises flow rule) and the
deformation theory of plasticity are coincident when proportional loading conditions are
present. Strictly speaking, changes in the stress and strain states are the proportional
items of interest, not proportionality of load values.

In detail, assuming a homogeneous solid with a yield stress, cry , yielding
occurs when

<r. -<rr = 0 (4)

where
a,— effective stress, and
ay~ yield stress.

Applying the von Mises flow rule

a, - ^/3Jj
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- a» )2 + 6(r (5)

where
J2 - second deviatoric stress invariant
s,,- deviatoric stresses (t,j=i,2,3) .

As plastic work is irreversible, the net work,u>, exerted on the solid during plastic
deformation must be dissipative

For a given deformation rate,

(6)

a stress state will exist to maximize the dissipation

. 8<r.

(8)

With isotropic hardening, the effective stress is a scalar quantity and cannot take into
account Bauschinger effects. If, during a deformation phase, the stress components are
kept constant, the coefficients, dffjdcr,, and the ratios between the deformation rates,
f'.j, will also be constant. The total strains, after a monotonic loading, can be
determined from

do*,-

This defines the proportional stress-strain state and, generally, this condition is
satisified when the finite element loading conditions are applied in small increments. A
doppelganger aftereffect has been suggested [25; to define proportional loading
conditions, viz., if the J-integral values exhibit path independency then nearly
proportional loading conditions are present. As will be shown later, although the
J-integral may be path independent, it does not guarantee the correctness of the answer.

Using the different Poisson's ratios, and a material model based on incremental
plasticity, two elastic-plastic analyses were carried out. Small increments of pressure
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were applied with equilibrium conditions re-established after each increment. Again,
averaged J-integral values were obtained at each position around the curved crack front
for each pressure increment. The J-integral results, for the final pressure of 10 MPa, are
shown in Figure 4.

The elastic-plastic [u = 0.3) results are very similiar to the elastic results. However, the
elastic-plastic(i/ = 0.43) results show a very different pattern, particularly at the 36°
slice around the flaw and a closer look at this position was required.

5 36° OUTPUT POSITION

When v — 0.3 the elastic and elastic-plastic results show a similiar relationship but
they do not when v - 0.43, especially at the 36° position. At this position, there is an
extremely low J-integral value and either a large section of this crack position is in an
area of non-proportional loading inside the HRR singularity field or there exists some
numerical malfunction in the analysis.

Examining the individual J-integral contour values at this position for each analysis will
perhaps provide an answer. Figures 5 and 6 show the J-integral results (2.0 MPa
intervals) for each contour, at their appropriate distance from the crack-tip. In both
Figures, the contour (contour nos. 3-7) values show path independency, indicating that
proportional or near-proportional loading conditions are present.

Judging by the elastic and elastic-plastic (u =- 0.3) results, it is expected that the
elastic-plastic (»/ = 0.43) results should not be radically different from the elastic {v =
0.43) results. The constant pressure curves, in Figure 6, show a completely different
gradation than those in Figure 5. In Figure 6, the spacing between successive curves is
decreasing rather than, as one would expect, increasing along with the increasing load.

This points to a numerical error in the model, specifically in the elements near the
crack-tip and their inability to satisify the incompressible constraints of the material.
That is, the higher order elements are too 'stiff', and the higher order terms (shears) of
the 20-noded element predominate the response. This problem has been addressed by
others, either by a modification of the mesh geometry [26], or by special configurations
of elements |27]. Another method is to use lower order elements exclusively in the
model [28]. A very dense mesh is usually required to obtain accurate results with the
lower order elements.
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6 PARTIAL-REDUCED INTEGRATION

Of particular significance is the influence of reduced integration schemes on the
J-integral value. If, in a finite element model, all of the higher order elements were
evaluated on a reduced integration scheme, the resulting stress and strains, and hence
the J-integra), would be inaccurate. Accurate results would be obtained using lower
order elements (lower order integration), but a greatly increased mesh density would be
required.

A recent paper [29] has proposed a penalty method (selected-reduced integration) to
determine the J-integral in fully plastic crack problems. Consider the 3-D volume
integral method for determining J [24]. In this method the energy release rate can be
separated into

all clrmentt In

Y.
3-D volume

27

I

deviatoric 1 JL f volumetric 1
«'„ +components\ j [components-̂—' I «st*^i nnv, an 4 o P I ^ '

where wp = appropriate Gauss weights.

A comparison of the line and the area integrals (i.e., the 2-D counterparts of the 3-D
volume integral) has been given in [30]. Unfortunately, selected-reduced integration
schemes are not readily available in most general purpose finite element programs. An
alternative procedure was therefore considered.

The deviatoric stresses are more accurately determined at the 3 x 3 x 3 Gauss points
and similiarly, the volumetric stresses are more accurately determined at the 2 x 2 x 2
Gauss points. The collapsed crack-tip elements surrounding the crack front were
evaluated on a reduced integration ( 2 x 2 x 2 ) and the remaining elements using the full
( 3 x 3 x 3 ) integration scheme. The resulting strain energy release is now determined
using the following expression

J^ [crack tip element] £L \ stresses in the 1 . .
G = V \wT -+ > , \Wf (11)

j [ stresses J , [remaining 3 — D volume}

where
wj — full (3x3x3) Gauss weights, and
wT — reduced (2x2x2) Gauss weights.

In a related paper[31], consistency checks were performed on the results using the
selected-reduced-integration scheme as applied to fully plastic crack problems. To gauge
the influence of the partial-reduced-integration scheme on the tube stresses and strains,
the following checking procedure was carried out. Boundary conditions, equivalent to
those of an uncracked tube, were applied to the 3-D finite element model and
displacement values obtained for various levels of internal pressure loads. These
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displacement were then checked against those generated using Lame's cylindrical
equations. Initially, full integration (3x3x3) was used in each element. The order of
integration was then reduced to (2x2x2) in successive rings of elements surrounding the
line defining the curved crack front. Displacement results were produced for each set of
integration reduction. Comparison of the diplacement results showed that when
reduced integration was applied only to the ring of elements immediately adjacent to
the crack front line, the difference in displacement between the finite element and Lame
results were negligible. The other results produced displacements that were too 'loose'.
Although this does not fully mimic the selected-reduced scheme, it was hoped that
freeing the crack-tip elements from 'locking' would give better overall J-integral results.
The model was reanalyzed using this partial-reduced procedure and the 36° position
reexamined.

Figure 7 shows the J-integral against contour path results. Comparing with Figure 6,
there is again path independency indicating proportional loading conditions, but the
gradations are now very similiar to those in Figure 5, although with slightly higher
values. Now that the J-integral, at the 36° position, has a more acceptible value, the
effect of the reduced integration on the rest of the J-integral results around the crack
front is examined in Figure 8. With reference to Figure 8, the reduced integration
scheme appears to have introduced more problems then it has solved. The greatest
variation, per element occurs at the position of the element mid-side node, i.e., at the
9°, 27°, 45°, 63° and 81° positions.

Mid-side node variations have been noted [8,32]. Bakker [8] noted mid-side node values
that were lower than the vertex values, whereas Lamain [32] reported mid-side values
that were higher. Bakker attributes the variation to the application of the virtual crack
extension procedure moving the mid-side nodes, thus changing the stress singularity in
the element and the J-integral result. Lamain points to the Gauss weighting factors in
the element integration procedure as the cause. Lamain then adopts a pragmatic
approach to ihe results, taking a linear interpolation over an element and then fitting a
parabolic spline around the crack front, using the interpolated element values.

By virtue of the finite element method, equilibrium is ensured on an element basis and
not necessarily on an internal point. A possible answer to the mid-side node variation is
that the 20-noded 3-D element is an incomplete quadratic element. ]t has been shown
that [33 , for 2-D analyses, a collapsed 9-noded 'quarter-point' element is a complete
quadratic and that the corresponding 3-D, collapsed 21-noded element is useful in
fracture analyses. It would seem intuitive that a 27-noded collapsed, 'quarter-point'
element would be a more valuable 3-D tool. In the selected-reduced integration scheme
of [29,30], 9-noded elements were employed for their 2-D full plastic analyses.

The plot where only the vertex nodes were considered is shown in Figure 9. Using the
J-integral value as an indication of preferental crack growth direction, the reduced
vertex node curve shows a growth direction at 15° — 45°. A more localized peaking,
15° - 20°, had previously been noted for steels [21,34]. Recent experimental work [35:,
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using photoelastic 'frozen-stress' cracked models in tension, have also shown a preferred
direction of 15° - 45°. It should be noted that during the process of 'freezing' the stress
into the model, the photoelastic material is in a very pliable, plastic state and the
Poisson's ratio would, therefore, be very close to 0.5. The localized peaking analyses
were performed on steels with v — 0.3 and, in this paper, the analyses were carried out
on a zirconium alloy with v = 0.43. When the v — 0.3 model was analyzed using the
partial-reduced scheme, the J-integral had a peak value at 18° and then dropped off in
a similiar manner as the other v — 0.3 results (21,34).

7 CONCLUSIONS

The 3-D partial-reduced integration procedure, although not the complete procedure as
implemented by Shih and Needleman, provides J-integral results around the curved
front of a surface flaw, using a general purpose finite element program. These results
are comparable with numerical and experimental findings of other researchers.

More investigations are required: numerically, into the J-integral variations of the
mid-side nodes and the suitability of the 27-noded element for elastic and elastic-plastic
fracture mechanics; and experimentally, on the preferential crack growth direction of
surface flaws in a nearly incompressible material.
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Figure 1: Surface flaw orientation



Figure 2: 3-D Crack tip finite element mesh

Figure 2(a): Mesh sub-division in the crack plane

Figure 2(b): Mesh sub-division normal to the crack plane
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Figure 3: Elastic J-integral results around the crack front , 10 MPa pressure
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